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Abstract

Avatars are increasingly used to express our emotions in our online communications. Such avatars are based on the assumption that avatar expressions are interpreted universally among all cultures. This study aims to elucidate the following two issues: 1) Identifying cultural differences in interpreting avatars’ facial expressions. This is done by applying psychological findings on cultural differences in human facial expression recognition to the case of avatar expressions. 2) Identifying avatar facial expressions that are recognized differently across cultures. We conducted an open web experiment to gather users’ interpretations of various avatar facial expressions from eight countries within Asia, North and South America, and Europe. The results showed: 1) Cultural differences do exist in interpreting avatar facial expressions, which confirms the psychological findings that physical proximity affects recognition accuracy. Japan had the highest recognition accuracy for avatar expressions designed by Japanese designers, followed by Korea. 2) There are wide differences among cultures in interpreting positive expressions, while negative expressions had higher recognition accuracy regardless of culture.

1. Introduction

Since instant messenger and chat services are frequently used in our daily communication beyond nationality and languages, emoticons and expressive avatars are widely used to provide nonverbal cues to text-only messages [1, 2, 3, 4]. Studies on emoticons and avatars report positive effects on computer-mediated communication. Those studies indicate that emoticons and avatars improve user experiences and interactions among participants [5, 6, 7] and build enthusiasm toward participation and friendliness in intercultural communication [8, 9]. However, these avatars are used based on an implicit assumption that avatar expressions are interpreted universally across cultures. Since avatars work as graphical representations of our underlying emotions in online communication, those expressions should be carefully designed so that they are recognized universally. We need to closely examine cultural differences in the interpretation of expressive avatars to avoid misunderstandings in using them.

However, few studies have compared the cultural differences in interpreting avatars. One of those studies compared interpretations of avatars’ animated gestures between the Netherlands and Japan [10]. Their results showed that there are cultural differences in perceived valance in animated characters between the two countries. Japanese women perceived stronger emotions in some animated gestures of an avatar, i.e., bowing, than the Dutch subjects, although there were no overall differences in interpretation of the presented gestures. In our previous study, we conducted a cross-cultural experiment in the form of a series of discussions on a multilingual BBS with expressive avatars between China and Japan [8]. The results show some facial expressions used in the experiment were interpreted completely differently and used for different purposes between Chinese and Japanese. Those “misinterpreted” expressions are “sweat-on-the-face,” “wide-eyed,” and “closed-eyes.” For example, the “wide-eyed” expression was interpreted as “surprised” by the Japanese subjects, while the Chinese subjects interpreted it as “intelligent” and used it when presenting a novel idea or asking questions. We observed that the Japanese subjects tried to confirm the meaning of the Chinese subject’s message with the “wide-eyed” expression. This is one example of communication gaps caused by different interpretations of avatar expressions between the two countries.

The above two studies were each conducted between only two countries. We need to conduct an evaluation experiment among multiple countries in...
order to investigate cultural differences in avatar expression interpretation and what kinds of expressions are interpreted universally and what kinds are not. We believe the results would serve as a design guideline for universal avatar expression that would not lead to miscommunication.

In this study, we apply findings from psychological studies on human facial expressions, since there has been a much wider variety of studies in psychology on human expressions than on avatar expressions. The most widely accepted findings come from the work of Ekman. He states that seven emotions, namely, anger, fear, disgust, surprise, sadness, happiness and contempt, are universally expressed by all cultures [11]. However, he also argues the implications and connotations of those facial expressions are culturally dependent, and the degree of allowance in showing or perceiving those expressions socially differs across cultures [12]. Recent psychological research found evidence for an “in-group advantage” in emotion recognition. That is, recognition accuracy is higher for emotions both expressed and recognized by members of the same cultural group. Elfenbein et al. state, “This in-group advantage, defined as extent to which emotions are recognized less accurately across cultural boundaries, was smaller for cultural groups with greater exposure to one another, for example with greater physical proximity to each other [13].” Also, the decoding rule implies that we concentrate on recognition of negative expressions, since misinterpretation of negative expressions leads to more serious social problems than misinterpretation of positive expressions would cause [14].

This study investigates the following two issues: 1) Verifying cultural differences in interpreting avatars’ facial expression; this is done by applying the above psychological findings on cultural differences in human facial expression recognition to the case of avatar expressions. 2) Identifying avatar facial expressions that are recognized differently across cultures.

We conducted an open web experiment to investigate the above research issues by comparing interpretations of avatar expressions from multiple countries. We expect the result to serve as an avatar design guideline for online communication tools.

2. Experiment overview

2.1. Experimental procedure

The experiment’s web site is open to the public [15]. People from all over the world can access this web site and freely participate in the experiment. Participation is voluntarily.

The experiment itself was developed using the application of Macromedia Flash. Subjects first answer a brief questionnaire on their background profile. The main experiment starts after the questionnaire, which is presented as a matching puzzle game (Figure 1). Subjects are requested to match 12 facial expressions to 12 adjectives. The 12 facial expressions are displayed in a 4 x 3 matrix and the 12 adjectives as buttons below the matrix. As shown in Figure 1, subjects can drag/drop the adjective buttons to/on the 12 expressions and continue changing the location of each button until they are satisfied with their answer. One avatar representation is chosen randomly from 40 avatars, and facial expression images are randomly placed in the 4 x 3 matrix. The adjective buttons are always displayed in the same order, and the 12 adjectives are always the same (see sec. 2.3 for the adjectives used in the experiment).

Subjects’ answers to the puzzle game and questionnaire, as well as their background profile including gender, age, country of origin, and native language, are logged in the server for later analysis. Subjects can continue the experiment with another set of avatars until they finish evaluating all 40 avatar designs or can stop at any time. Each avatar design is displayed only once to the same subject.

The adjectives can be shown in English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Chinese, Korean, and Japanese (all validated by native speakers). Subjects from countries where the above languages are primarily spoken can see the adjective selections in their native language according to the background profile. The default language is set to English.

2.2. Avatar design

Commercially used avatars are represented not by photo-realistic images but as caricatures or comic figures. We prepared 40 avatar representations drawn by three Japanese designers using Japanese comic/anime drawing style. By using avatars drawn with techniques from one culture, we can use those avatars as “expressers” and subjects as “recognizers” as in [13]. Accordingly, comparing the answers between Japanese users and those of other countries made it easier to validate the in-group advantage.

Avatars are categorized into five groups, namely, human figures, animals, plants, objects, and imaginary figures (culture-dependant). Figure 2 shows examples from the 40 avatar representations.
2.3. Facial expression design

The 12 expressions used in the experiment are “happy,” “sad,” “approving,” “disapproving,” “proud,” “ashamed,” “grateful,” “angry,” “impressed,” “confused,” “remorseful,” and “surprised” as shown in Figure 3. Those expressions are selected from Ortony, Clore and Collins’ global structure of emotion types, known as the OCC model [16]. These are commonly used expressions in chat and instant messenger systems [1, 2, 3], and they reflect those emotions desired by the subjects for intercultural communication in [8].

These 12 expressions are paired as valenced expressions as defined in the OCC model, that is, negative/positive emotions that arise in reacting to an event or person. “Happy,” “approving,” “proud,” “grateful,” and “impressed” are positive expressions, while “sad,” “disapproving,” “ashamed,” “angry,” “confused,” and “remorseful” are negative expressions, leaving “surprised” as a neutral expression.

3. Results

3.1. Subjects and participating countries

We have had 1,240 participants from 31 countries. Subjects’ gender ratio is roughly male:female = 1:1 (676 male subjects and 561 female). Subjects’ age ranges are: 6% are in their 10s, 43% in their 20s, 35% are in their 30s, 12% are in their 40s, and 4% in their 50s.

We have analyzed answers from eight countries having more than 40 participants, namely, Japan (n=310), South Korea (n=322), China (n=50), France (n=111), Germany (n=62), United Kingdom (n=49), United States (n=75), and Mexico (n=149). The subjects from those eight countries saw the adjectives in their mother tongue. We used answers only in the cases where the subject’s native language and the official language of his/her country matched.

3.2. Overall cultural differences in interpreting expressions

Subjects’ answers to the puzzle game are analyzed by calculating matching rates between expressions and adjectives. There is no correct answer to the matching puzzle, but the avatar designers’ original intention can be used as an expresser’s “standard” answer. Each expression and adjective is assigned a number (1-12) within the system. The designer’s intended pairs are described as (1,1), (2,2), (3,3), (4,4) reflecting (expression number, adjective number). We calculated each country’s number of “expression-adjective” pairs that are the same as the designers’ pairs. Consequently, here, “matching rate” means the percentage of pairs of expressions and adjectives that match the avatar designer’s intentional pairs. For example, the matching rate of answer pairs (1,5), (2,1), (3,3), (4,9) is 25%.

The matching rate for each facial expression by country is shown in Figure 4 and Table 1. The
Matching rate means the percentage of pairs of expressions and adjectives that match the avatar designer’s intentional pairs. Numbers of answers by each country are: Japan: n=310, Korea: n=322, China: n=50, UK: n=49, France: n=111, Germany: n=62, USA: n=75, Mexico: n=149.

**Figure 4. Matching rate of each expression by country**

**Table 1. Matching rate of each expression by country**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>Korea</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>UK</th>
<th>France</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>USA</th>
<th>Mexico</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adjectives with grey background are positive expressions.
matching rate of Japanese is significantly higher for all expressions except “sad” and “disapproving” (by chi-squared test and Scheffe’s method of multiple comparison, p<0.01), followed by Korea. Nevertheless, Japan maintains high matching rates for “sad” and “disapproving” expressions. There are no significant cultural differences in these matching rates among the countries other than Japan and Korea.

As stated in 2.2, avatars are designed by Japanese designers using Japanese comic/anime drawing techniques. Thus we can regard the designers as expressers and the subjects as recognizers. Japanese subjects’ recognition accuracy of the avatar expressions is significantly higher than that of other countries, while Korean subjects’ accuracy is the second highest. This verifies that there is an in-group advantage within the same country (within Japan) and one between neighboring countries (Japan and Korea).

3.3. Differences between positive/negative expressions

When we focus on the matching rate of each expression, the result shows that positive expressions in valanced expression pairs (happy-sad, approving-disapproving, and grateful-angry) have lower matching rates than the negative expressions in the same pair. Negative expressions (sad, disapproving, angry, and confused) have significantly higher matching rates regardless of country (by analysis of variance and Scheffe’s method of multiple comparison, p<0.01), while positive expressions (happy, approving, proud, grateful, and impressed) have significantly lower matching rates regardless of country. The matching rate of the “impressed” expression is significantly lower than that of any other expression (by analysis of variance and Scheffe’s method of multiple comparison, p<0.01).

This indicates that the subjects’ interpretation of positive expressions (sad, disapproving, angry, and confused) are similar to the designers’ intentions regardless of country and that the subjects’ answers to those expressions are similar across countries. On the contrary, the subjects’ interpretation of positive expressions (happy, approving, proud, grateful, and impressed) varies across countries.

We further analyzed the answers for the twelve expressions by principal component analysis. The results show that positive expressions (happy, approving, proud, grateful, and impressed) get mixed up (p<0.01). In other words, the reason for the positive expressions’ low matching rate is that each of those four expressions is not distinguished from the others.

Subjects’ comments support this result. Both Japanese and non-Japanese commented that they had difficulty in selecting the expressions matching “approving,” “grateful,” and “impressed.”

3.4. Differences in interpreting confusing expressions

We next analyzed the answers to the “impressed” expression, which has the lowest recognition accuracy. Figure 5 shows a breakdown of the answers to the “impressed” expression by country. Analysis by chi-squared test and Scheffe’s method of multiple comparison indicates that Japanese answers to the “impressed” expression are significantly different from those of other countries (p<0.01). In particular, the answers from Germany are most different from those of Japan (p<0.01), followed by the United Kingdom and Mexico (p<0.01).

As seen in Figure 5, 70% of Japanese interpreted the “impressed” expression as “impressed,” while the majority of participants in each of the other countries did not make this association. We can assume that this is further evidence for the in-group advantage within a country.

When we focus on the matching rate of each expression, the result shows that positive expressions in valanced expression pairs (happy-sad, approving-disapproving, and grateful-angry) have lower matching rates than the negative expressions in the same pair. Negative expressions (sad, disapproving, angry, and confused) have significantly higher matching rates regardless of country (by analysis of variance and Scheffe’s method of multiple comparison, p<0.01), while positive expressions (happy, approving, proud, grateful, and impressed) have significantly lower matching rates regardless of country. The matching rate of the “impressed” expression is significantly lower than that of any other expression (by analysis of variance and Scheffe’s method of multiple comparison, p<0.01).

This indicates that the subjects’ interpretation of positive expressions (sad, disapproving, angry, and confused) are similar to the designers’ intentions regardless of country and that the subjects’ answers to those expressions are similar across countries. On the contrary, the subjects’ interpretation of positive expressions (happy, approving, proud, grateful, and impressed) varies across countries.

We further analyzed the answers for the twelve expressions by principal component analysis. The results show that positive expressions (happy, approving, proud, grateful, and impressed) get mixed up (p<0.01). In other words, the reason for the positive expressions’ low matching rate is that each of those four expressions is not distinguished from the others.

4. Discussion

The results of overall recognition accuracy show that avatar expressions designed by one culture’s drawing techniques are recognized with significantly higher accuracy by subjects from the same country than by those of other countries. The recognition accuracy of a neighboring country (Korea in this experiment) is the second highest. The in-group advantage mainly occurs within the same country where the expresser and recognizer belong to the same culture, and the degree of recognition accuracy is next highest between
neighboring counties [13]. This result confirms that the in-group advantage that occurs in human expression recognition is applicable to avatar expression recognition within a country and between neighboring countries.

The results of breaking down the answers to the most confusing expression, “impressed,” show there are cultural differences in interpreting the expression. The expressions that are mixed up with “impressed” within Japan are significantly different from those of other countries. This result provides further evidence of the in-group advantage within a country in interpreting avatar expressions.

The results of the negative expressions having significantly higher recognition accuracy than the positive expressions may indicate that the “decoding rule” in psychological studies is applicable to avatar expressions. Mixing up expressions occurs within positive/negative expression groups other than “confused” and “surprised.” Accordingly, we can be less concerned about misunderstanding positive emotions as negative ones or vice versa. However, connotations and implications of each expression, for example, whether one is approving or grateful within the positive expression group, are not recognized accurately across cultures. For example, the communication gap between China and Japan caused by different interpretations of the “big-eyed” expression in our earlier experiment [8] is one example of a confusing experience for the subjects, although it did not lead to a serious misunderstanding.

One of the reasons that there are in-group advantages within Japan and between Korea and Japan may arise from characteristics of Japanese comics. References on the study of comics point out that the Japanese comics market has expanded in a unique manner [17], and during this expansion, Japanese comics have developed various drawing styles, i.e., gestural line styles to show certain movements [18]. We used avatar designs by Japanese designers only in this experiment to limit the expresser to one country. Further study should be done to evaluate avatars designed by artists of other cultures, e.g., European or American.

5. Conclusion

There have been many psychological studies on human emotion recognition and related cultural differences. However, avatars are used based on the implicit assumption that avatar expressions are interpreted universally among all cultures in online communication across cultures.

In this study, we conducted an experiment comparing cultural differences in recognizing avatar
expressions to test this implicit assumption. The experiment was conducted as an open web experiment to gather various interpretations of avatar expressions from all over the world. We pursued two research issues in this study:

1) Identifying cultural differences in interpreting avatars’ facial expressions by applying psychological findings on cultural differences in recognition of human facial expressions to the case of avatar expressions.
2) Identifying avatar facial expressions that are recognized differently across cultures.

The results show the following.

1) Cultural differences do exist in interpretation of avatar facial expressions, which confirms the psychological findings that physical proximity affects recognition accuracy. The in-group advantage was found within Japan and between Korea and Japan.
2) There are wide differences among cultures in interpreting positive expressions, while negative expressions had higher recognition accuracy.

Although misinterpretation is less likely to occur between positive and negative expressions, we need to design avatar expressions carefully to convey accurate emotions regardless of culture. We expect that further investigation of avatar representation and interpretation would serve as a design guideline for universal avatar expressions that could avoid the risk of miscommunication.
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